
 

The Top 3 Mistakes  
People Make When Losing Weight 

1. Not Tracking 

Not tracking food and progress in an app like MyFitnessPal or in a journal is our number one 
mistake. Why? Tracking knocks out 3 big mistakes all at once: restriction, inconsistency, and not 
showing progress. 

● When someone wants to start losing weight on their own, they generally just eat less. In 
some cases they reduce too little and see no progress, this can lead to frustration and 
throwing in the towel early. In other cases, they reduce too much and become less 
healthy, or rebound back to weight gain. If you aren’t tracking how much you are getting 
each day (at least for a little while) then you can’t see what’s working vs waht’s not 
working for your weight loss. 

● Tracking food increases consistency. When you see what and how much you’ve eaten 
(and how much you can still eat and lose weight) for that day, you’re much more likely 
to be consistent. Eating on target for a few days and then missing the target for a day 
or more is going to slow down or even cancel out your results. 

● Tracking boosts our adherence, mood, and confidence by showing us our wins. Tracking 
muscle mass, body fat % and measurements are the gold standard. *We do this with our 
own InBody 270 Scanner. But tracking food can show you more than that. Have you 
eaten within your goal for 5 days in a row? Are you drinking 80oz+ of H20 daily when 
you used to drink hardly any water? What about noticing that you overeat at night, and to 
change that you start to leave 300cal after dinner for a snack so you are satisfied and 
still reaching your goal? WIN! 

 
    2. No Support 

If you sign up for a race, cruise, or athletic event you are more likely to train harder and not miss 
as many workouts. When you have a coach providing education, check-ins, and action steps 
you are more likely to be successful.  
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    3. “Getting Stuck” 

The internet and social media is a breeding ground for “overnight experts”. I see them just like 
you do and I get just as frustrated. Maybe we see a new template that our athlete friend swears 
by, but we buy it, dislike the food, restrictions and time it takes to follow correctly. Maybe we see 
some good options out there but we don’t know where to start. Or we start to fast and quickly 
lose willpower after a few days since we didn’t learn about our lifestyle and how to start right. 
We get paralyzed and end up back where we started, or worse, on the same path to feel the 
same way, and moving further in the wrong direction. 
 

Have you had trouble with these mistakes? We want to help! 
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